
Vehicle maintenance is an important part of good risk management when it comes to heavy commercial
vehicles. This ensures that your vehicles are kept in a good condition and are safe to drive, thereby 
avoiding business interruptions that could occur due to road accidents or vehicle breakdowns.  
That is why we give you discounts on tyre solutions, wheel alignment and other services.

Get up to 50% discount   
on purchases at Bridgestone

Vitality Drive status Discount %

Gold/Diamond 50%

Silver 35%

Bronze 15%

Blue 5%

GET UP TO 50% DISCOUNT AT BRIDGESTONE* 

Based on your company’s Vitality Drive status, you can get up to 50% discount* on tyre solutions including new tyres  
and tyre re-treading, wheel alignment, wheel balancing and pressure maintenance services from Bridgestone.

* Limited to a maximum spend of R5 000 per vehicle, per transaction

BRIDGESTONE STORE NETWORK

Bridgestone is equipped to support commercial vehicles. 
They have a national footprint, with 16 stores currently 
operating across the country. They are planning on 
expanding this network with an additional 38 independent 
accredited stores by the end of the second quarter this 
year. So, our clients will be able to get the discount at 54 
stores by the end of the second quarter this year, giving 
them the flexibility to choose the store they prefer.
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Discovery Insure Ltd is licensed non-life insurer and an authorised financial services 
provider. Registration number 2009/011882/06. Product rules, terms and conditions apply. 
Go to www.discovery.co.za for more details or call us on 011 529 6620.

THINGS TO NOTE:

  To qualify for the discount, you must have at 
least one vehicle on the Vitality Drive for Business 
programme and the vehicle details (including 
the registration number) must be loaded on the 
programme.

  The discount percentage can only be applied to 
purchases relating to vehicles on the Vitality Drive 
for Business programme.

  You must provide the registration number of the 
vehicle you are making purchases for to the store 
agent at the time of purchase.

  The discount percentage applies to new tyre 
purchases, tyre re-treading, wheel alignment, 
wheel balancing and pressure maintenance at 
Bridgestone.

  The discount will be applied to the total spend on 
items listed above, limited to R5 000 per vehicle,  
per transaction.

  If it’s less than a month since you joined Vitality Drive 
for Business (meaning you do not have a Vitality 
Drive status yet) you will get a default status of Blue. 
You will therefore qualify for a discount of 5%.

  Discovery reserves the right to adjust the discount 
and spend limits at any time.


